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Noun clauses exercises with answers

CHECK ANSWERS (Your answers will appear in a new window) Back to the list of exercises quiz to test your understanding of this English lesson to test your understanding of the English lesson by answering these questions. You will get answers and your score at the end of the quiz. Grammar-Quizzes › More › Diagnostic quizzes › Subordinate condition Quiz practice Include
complex content in a larger structure Practice on this page Subordinate conditions Cats everywhere! Select the answer that best completes the sentence. Review the correct and incorrect answers by clicking the Submit button. (Replies will be opened on a new page. Turn off Pop-up Blocker.) Dependent conditions in various ways add meaning to independent conditions, acting as
adjectives, adverbs or nouns. Relative conditions are dependent conditions that change or provide more information about a noun in an independent condition. For example: Rand, who was Simba's jealous and wicked uncle, threatened to take over Pride Rock. The addicted relative point, which was Simba's jealous and wicked uncle, modifies or provides more information about
the noun subject to the independent condition, Scar. In addition, adverbs are dependent conditions that modify or provide more information about the verb in an independent condition. For example: When Timon and Pumba first meet Simba, they are afraid that Simba might eat them. The addictive condition of adverb when Timon and Pumba meet Simba for the first time explains
when they are afraid by modifying the verb in an independent condition. Finally, the terms of the nouns are dependent conditions that can replace any noun in a sentence. For example: Rafiki encouraged Simba to remember who he was. In this sentence, the noun clause, whoever it was, acts as an indirect subject of the verb, encouraged. For this post, we will focus on the
conditions of nouns, but you can learn more about adverbs and relative points on albert blog. When you're ready, try yourself out in a quiz and practice with our high-quality, standard-matched issues here. Noun ClausesStart practicing Albert Basics now! What is a noun condition? A noun condition is a dependent condition that takes any noun in a sentence, whether they are
things, objects, or subject additions. For example: She was upset about what she had read. In the sentence above, the noun condition it has read is used as a preposition object. This is just one example, because there are many different ways to use noun conditions. See the next section to see how a noun condition can work in a sentence. What are the five functions of noun
conditions? 1. SubjectNoun clauses may act as subjects of sentences. For example: Why my turtle to me all day is behind me. The noun underlined in the preceding sentence acts as one independent point.2. Direct ObjectNoun conditions can also act as direct verb objects in an independent condition. For example: When my dog is a dog doggy day care, I don't know what he's
doing, but he always has the best time. In the sentence above, the noun condition of what it does acts as a direct subject of the verb.3. Indirect ObjectNoun conditions can also act as indirect verb objects in an independent condition. For example: She chose to take pictures of who was willing to pose for her. In the sentence above, a direct verb object is a non-exhaustive phrase to
take pictures. As a noun condition, this null phrase acts as a noun direct object. Therefore, the noun clause which anyone wanted to raise is an indirect object of the same verb.4. Preposition object In other cases, noun conditions may act as a preposition object in an independent condition. For example: I would like to stick to the timetable for when I will have future meetings. In the
sentence above, the noun condition, when I have future appointments, acts as a preposition object.5. Add a theme Finally, noun conditions can act as theme additions or nouns that follow when tying verbs. For example: Actors can become what they want to be on stage. In the sentence above, the noun condition, whatever they wish to be, complements the tying verb. Check out
our free grammar review libraryReturn to Contents3 Content Tips on how to understand the noun conditionHere contains some important tips to help you understand the noun conditions: Tip #1. Noun conditions can change any noun in a sentence, including things, things, and additions for example: No one knows why she is afraid of lizards. In the sentence above, the noun
condition replaces the direct subject matter of the verb, knows. Tip #2. Noun conditions are not modifiers; they are placeholders For example: Noun condition (acting as a theme): When it arrives depends on traffic. Adversarial condition (acting as an adverb): When it arrives, we will eat dinner. As you can see, it is easy to confuse these different types of dependent conditions. If you
are not sure whether the condition is hostile or nominal (noun), just ask a few questions:If the condition answers the question what? or what?, that is a noun. If the condition answers one of the following questions: where?, how?, when? or why?, this is a hostile condition. This is the main difference between the conditions of nouns and the relative or opposite conditions. Although
relative sentences and adverbs conditions change nouns and verbs accordingly, noun sentences completely replace nouns. Tip #3. Nouns always begin with supposed nicknames or expletives For example: Pug did not know what would make his life more perfect. The underlined sentence clause begins with the alleged nickname, which, by making it a real noun, which acts as a
direct subject of a verb. Nouns can also begin with expletives (no, no cuss words!). In grammar, expletives are words that do not have a grammar function in a sentence other than the beginning of the noun condition. Common expletives are that, or if. As his people drank his coffee, the pug wondered whether they would all hike to the waterfall today. Although expletive, if you
need to understand the noun condition, it still has no grammatical purpose in the sentence, except to connect the noun condition verb surprised. Start practicing Albert now! Go back to ContentsApplying the Basics: Noun Clause Review &amp; PracticeNow to understand how noun conditions work in sentences, review the anchor chart below, and finish the preview to fully
understand how to use and recognize the conditions of nouns. The final list of TermsRefer in the graphic below to find out the different types of terms:Download this free resource This list, of course, is not available for all possible examples of conditions; however, it must be used as a guide for determining the conditions of the sentence. Noun conditions exercise and review Now,
when you know how to set noun conditions, test your ability to find these sentences. Select the noun condition(s) in the sentences below. Remember that a noun condition can change any noun in a sentence, but these sentences have to answer questions what? or what?, and they must begin with an alleged or expletive.1. No one from the outside world knew that Wakanda was
so technologically advanced. In this sentence, wakanda was so technologically advanced is the noun that occupied the location of the direct verb object.2 Kilmonger demanded to know why T'Challa refused to protect people of threatening African descent. In this sentence, the noun to why T'Challa refused to protect people of african descent threatened acts as an indirect verb
object, demanded.3 M'Baku decides to help T'Challa return when T'Challa decides not to take his own life. In this sentence, when T'Challa decided not to take his own life, there is a noun acting as a preposition object, for.4. When they meet on the battlefield, W'Kabi must decide whether to join his wife Okoye or continue to fight T'Challa. In this sentence, whether to join his wife,
Okoye, or continue to fight T'Challa is a noun condition acting as a direct object of the verb, decide.5. What ryest heart-shaped grass gets superhuman power vibranium. In this sentence, whoever ingests a heart-shaped herb is a noun acting as the subject of a sentence. Tip: Remember that noun conditions can change any noun in a sentence and can act as compliments for
themes, objects, or subjects. For additional practice, check out the content of noun conditions at Albert.Check out our free grammar review libraryReturn to ContentsTry for Yourself: Noun Conditions QuizFeeling convinced your understanding of noun conditions? Take this short six-question quiz to see what you've learned:Start quiz 1. Or can be used as a modifier? Answer:
NoCorrect explanation: That's right! Correct! conditions do not act as modifiers; Rather, they replace nouns in sentences from subjects to objects to additions to things. Wrong explanation: Sorry, it's wrong! Remember that noun conditions do not act as modifiers; Rather, they replace nouns in sentences from subjects to objects to additions to things. Only adverbs and relative points
can act as modifiers.2. Are the terms of the nouns considered to be dependent or independent? Answer: Addictive ConditionsCorrect Explanation: It's true! The conditions of nouns are always dependent, because they depend on an independent condition for the creation of a comprehensive idea. Wrong explanation: Sorry, it's wrong! Please note that independent items contain a
subject and a verb and create a detailed thought, and dependent conditions cannot express a complete thought without the help of an adjacent independent point.3 Is the condition underlined in this sentence a noun or a hostile condition? When we go to Universal Studios, I want to visit Diagon Alley. Answer: Adverbial ClauseCorrect Explanation: It's true! The underlined condition
is a hostile condition because it responds when a verb occurs. Wrong explanation: Sorry, it's wrong! Note that adverbs change verbs, and the terms of a noun sentence can replace any noun.4. Is the condition underlined in this sentence a noun or a hostile condition? How disney world developers have made it so magical is something that I'm still wondering about. Answer: Noun
ClauseCorrect Explanation: It's true! An underlined condition is a noun that acts as a sentence object. Wrong explanation: Sorry, it's wrong! Note that adverbs change verbs, and the terms of a noun sentence can replace any noun.5. Is the condition underlined in this sentence a noun or a relative condition? I'm nervous that the lion escaped from the zoo last night. Answer: Noun
ClauseCorrect Explanation: It's true! An underlined condition is a noun condition that starts with expletive and acts as a theme complementing the tying verb, am. Wrong explanation: Sorry, it's wrong! Note that relative sentences modify nouns, and sentence sentences in a noun sentence can replace any noun.6. Is the condition underlined in this sentence a noun or a relative
condition? A zoo keeper who rescued the lion found him snighing in the park. Answer: Relative Explanation of ClauseCorrect: That's right! The underlined condition is a relative condition, because it replaces the noun, the owner of the zoo. Wrong explanation: Sorry, it's wrong! Note that relative sentences modify nouns, and noun conditions can change any noun in a sentence. For
additional practice with noun conditions, check our free practice Albert: Noun Clauses.Start Practicing on Albert Now! Back in ContentsTeacher's Corner for Noun ClausesWhen students think of nouns and roles that they play in sentences, they usually think of a singular word acting as a subject or direct object. As As teachers know it's not that easy! In noun sentences, entire
phrases can be considered objects or things, which is perfect for expanding our voice as writers, but not so great when it comes to understanding the syntax of more complex sentences. The common basic chart of English progressive skills is a useful resource for teachers who want to scaffold their students to help them first understand the function of nouns in sentences and
secondly, as noun conditions also suit these many functions. For specific standards, different types of conditions, including noun conditions, please visit the General Basic State Standards website. Albert's noun condition practice is a useful tool for allowing students to practice identifying and using noun points in different sentences. Whether you want your students to complete
pre-assessments, evaluations, quizzes or all of the above, Albert's bank and grammar assessments and quizzes can be used by educators for various purposes in the classroom. The return to the Dependent Conditions ContentsSummary ListNeun Terms are dependent terms that can change any noun in the sentence: subjects, objects, and/or subject additions. In total, there are
five different functions that can be served by the noun clause: entities, direct objects, indirect objects, preposition objects and subject additions. Be sure to check out our free grammar course to learn more about addicted terms of practice. You can also access more than 3,400 free, high-quality issues that cover almost every grammar concept. Check out our free grammar review
libraryNew help in preparing for your grammar exam? Albert has hundreds of grammar practice questions with detailed explanations that will help you master concepts. Start practicing Albert now! Nwo!
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